
EMBODIED

LEADERSHIP
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The body and movement based
sessions combine the science of the
West with the wisdom of the East, and
apply it to creating business results.

These are physically active, practical
workshops. 

We are working with fixed and free
movement, posture, breathing,
centring, improvisation and archetypal
poses. 

The methodology and toolkit of these
sessions come from body-based
practices such as martial arts, yoga
and mindfulness, theatre and
improvisation, somatic psychotherapy,
nature connection, dance and a
myriad of other bodywork practices.
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(private coaching or small group workshop)

 

(private coaching or small group workshop)

 

EMBODIED LEADERSHIP – 

THE CHARISMATIC LEADER: 

Leadership Presence, Inclusiveness, Authentic Listening,

and Speaking from the Heart 

DEVELOPING LEADERSHIP QUALITIES 

THROUGH THE BODY:  

Power and Warmth, Authority, Playfulness, Connection 

 

RAPID TEAM RESULTS: 

How your Movement Preferences Support or Hinder You

and Your Team (group workshop)

 

FROM MONASTERIES TO BOARDROOMS - 

Centring: Theory and Practice from Martial Arts 

to Manage Stress with the Body  (theory and workshop)
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Training high-impact teams and individuals to create resilience,

reduce stress and build coherence that translates into measurable

improvements in mental well-being, vitality, quality of life and

ultimately performance;

Designing and implementing projects on: leadership development,

heart-based leadership, employee engagement, finding

inefficiencies in business processes, improving horizontal and

vertical cooperation, aligned communication trainings, team

building, change readiness audit;

Consulting on strategic interventions to increase mental and

physical well-being with a focus on primary, secondary and

tertiary prevention strategies;

Providing advise on corporate stress management (solutions for

behavioural, physical and psychological symptoms of stress) and

developing health behaviours that drive KPIs. 

 Mariann has a deep rooted passion for enhancing human potential.

Her most recent academic training is an MSc in Health Psychology -

University of Leiden (NL).

Her international corporate experience includes assignments with The

European Commission, and PwC CEE region.

Expertise

Mariann G. (English, Hungarian )
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